
Search Results tab
Related Topics

Search Admin for Older
Tiki Versions
Search for Users
Search Statistics Option
Bugs and Wishes

Overview
This tab is where the Administrator selects the appropriate results for
a user search

To Access
From the Search page, click the Search Results tab.

Option Description Default

Use facets
for default
search
interface

Facets are dynamic filters generated by the search engine to refine the search results. The
feature may not be supported for all search engines.

Disabled

Facet result
count

Default number of facet results to obtain 10 facet results

Excluded
facets

List of facets (a.k.a. aggregations) to exclude from the default search results
For example: object_type,title_initial,title_firstword,tracker_field_userName

None

Exclude non
searchable
fields from
facets

Only tracker fields checked as "search" to generate facets on the default search page. Disabled

Generate
custom
facets from
categories

Comma-separated list of category IDs. None

Use date
histogram
aggregations

Use date histogram aggregations (facets) when indexing, requires Elasticsearch Disabled

Date
histogram
aggregations
interval

Default interval for date histogram aggregations.
Use "year, quarter, month, week, day, hour, minute, second" or Elasticsearch Time units as
descibed here
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#time-units

Year

Date range
aggregations
ranges

Default ranges for date range aggregations.
Comma separated ranges, one per line using Elasticsearch Time date math as descibed here
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#date-math

now-2y/y,now-1y/y,Last
Year...

Restrict
search
language by
default

Only search content that is in the interface language, otherwise show the language menu. Disabled

Default
where

When object filter is not on, limit to search one type of object
Entire site | Wiki pages | Blog posts | Articles | Files | Forums | Tracker items | Spreadsheets

None

Category
filter

Disabled

Tag filter Disabled

Object filter Enables object type filters to be displayed above the search results to further reduce search
results by object type.

Disabled

https://doc.tiki.org/Search-Admin
https://doc.tiki.org/Search-Admin
https://doc.tiki.org/Search-User
https://doc.tiki.org/Search-Stats
https://dev.tiki.org/Administration
https://doc.tiki.org/Search
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#time-units
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#date-math


Option Description Default

Sort order Disabled

Search box Shows a search box above the search results to do additional searches. Enabled

Visits Include the number of visits in the search results. Disabled

Relevance Display Tiki's estimate of the relevance of search matches in the search results. Disabled

Object type Shows object type filters above the search results to further reduce search results by object
type.

Disabled

Last-modified
date

Show the last-modified date in search results. Disabled

Parse search
results

When enabled search results are parsed so content formatting is visible in the search results
May impact performance

Enabled

Highlight
results pages

Highlight words on the result pages based on the search query. Enabled

Option Description Default

Use facets
for default
search
interface

Facets are dynamic filters generated by the search engine to refine the search results. The
feature may not be supported for all search engines.

Disabled

Facet result
count

Default number of facet results to obtain 10 facet results

Excluded
facets

List of facets (a.k.a. aggregations) to exclude from the default search results
For example: object_type,title_initial,title_firstword,tracker_field_userName

None

Exclude non
searchable
fields from
facets

Only tracker fields checked as "search" to generate facets on the default search page. Disabled

Generate
custom
facets from
categories

Comma-separated list of category IDs. None

Use date
histogram
aggregations

Use date histogram aggregations (facets) when indexing, requires Elasticsearch Disabled

Date
histogram
aggregations
interval

Default interval for date histogram aggregations.
Use "year, quarter, month, week, day, hour, minute, second" or Elasticsearch Time units as
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Year

Date range
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Comma separated ranges, one per line using Elasticsearch Time date math as descibed here
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now-2y/y,now-1y/y,Last
Year...

Restrict
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language by
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https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#time-units
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#date-math


Option Description Default

Category
filter

Disabled

Tag filter Disabled

Object filter Enables object type filters to be displayed above the search results to further reduce search
results by object type.

Disabled

Sort order Disabled

Search box Shows a search box above the search results to do additional searches. Enabled

Visits Include the number of visits in the search results. Disabled

Relevance Display Tiki's estimate of the relevance of search matches in the search results. Disabled

Object type Shows object type filters above the search results to further reduce search results by object
type.

Disabled

Last-modified
date

Show the last-modified date in search results. Disabled

Parse search
results

When enabled search results are parsed so content formatting is visible in the search results
May impact performance

Enabled

Highlight
results pages

Highlight words on the result pages based on the search query. Enabled

Option Description Default

Use facets
for default
search
interface

Facets are dynamic filters generated by the search engine to refine the search results. The
feature may not be supported for all search engines.

Disabled

Facet result
count

Default number of facet results to obtain 10 facet results

Excluded
facets

List of facets (a.k.a. aggregations) to exclude from the default search results
For example: object_type,title_initial,title_firstword,tracker_field_userName

None

Generate
custom
facets from
categories

Comma-separated list of category IDs. None

Use date
histogram
aggregations

Use date histogram aggregations (facets) when indexing, requires Elasticsearch Disabled

Date
histogram
aggregations
interval

Default interval for date histogram aggregations.
Use "year, quarter, month, week, day, hour, minute, second" or Elasticsearch Time units as
descibed here
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#time-units

Year

Date range
aggregations
ranges

Default ranges for date range aggregations.
Comma separated ranges, one per line using Elasticsearch Time date math as descibed here
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#date-math

now-2y/y,now-1y/y,Last
Year...

Restrict
search
language by
default

Only search content that is in the interface language, otherwise show the language menu. Disabled

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#time-units
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/5.6/common-options.html#date-math


Option Description Default

Default
where

When object filter is not on, limit to search one type of object
Entire site | Wiki pages | Blog posts | Articles | Files | Forums | Tracker items | Spreadsheets

None

Category
filter

Disabled

Tag filter Disabled

Object filter Enables object type filters to be displayed above the search results to further reduce search
results by object type.

Disabled

Sort order Disabled

Search box Shows a search box above the search results to do additional searches. Enabled

Visits Include the number of visits in the search results. Disabled

Relevance Display Tiki's estimate of the relevance of search matches in the search results. Disabled

Object type Shows object type filters above the search results to further reduce search results by object
type.

Disabled

Last-modified
date

Show the last-modified date in search results. Disabled

Parse search
results

When enabled search results are parsed so content formatting is visible in the search results
May impact performance

Enabled

Highlight
results pages

Highlight words on the result pages based on the search query. Enabled
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